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Abstract—In this paper, we investigate secure device-to-device
(D2D) communication in energy harvesting large-scale cognitive
cellular networks. The energy constrained D2D transmitter
harvests energy from multi-antenna equipped power beacons
(PBs), and communicates with the corresponding receiver using
the spectrum of the primary base stations (BSs). We introduce a
power transfer model and an information signal model to enable
wireless energy harvesting and secure information transmission.
In the power transfer model, three wireless power transfer
(WPT) policies are proposed: 1) cooperative power beacons
(CPB) power transfer, 2) best power beacon (BPB) power
transfer, and 3) nearest power beacon (NPB) power transfer.
To characterize the power transfer reliability of the proposed
three policies, we derive new expressions for the exact power
outage probability. Moreover, the analysis of the power outage
probability is extended to the case when PBs are equipped
with large antenna arrays. In the information signal model, we
present a new comparative framework with two receiver selection
schemes: 1) best receiver selection (BRS), where the receiver
with the strongest channel is selected, and 2) nearest receiver
selection (NRS), where the nearest receiver is selected. To assess
the secrecy performance, we derive new analytical expressions
for the secrecy outage probability and the secrecy throughput
considering the two receiver selection schemes using the proposed
WPT policies. We presented Monte-carlo simulation results to
corroborate our analysis and show: 1) secrecy performance
improves with increasing densities of PBs and D2D receivers
due to larger multiuser diversity gain, 2) CPB achieves better
secrecy performance than BPB and NPB but consumes more
power, and 3) BRS achieves better secrecy performance than
NRS but demands more instantaneous feedback and overhead.
A pivotal conclusion is reached that with increasing number of
antennas at PBs, NPB offers a comparable secrecy performance
to that of BPB but with a lower complexity.
Index Terms—Cognitive cellular networks, D2D communica-
tion, physical layer security, stochastic geometry, wireless power
transfer
I. INTRODUCTION
The unprecedented expansion of new Internet-enabled s-
mart devices, applications, and serves is driving the need for
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exploring more energy and spectral efficient future wireless
networks. Wireless power transfer (WPT) has recently received
significant attention for its attractive energy transfer capabil-
ities and prolonging the life-time of mobile devices. More
importantly, recent advances (at various frontiers) in hardware
development have rendered wireless charging technology as a
practically realizable solution for future applications [1]. It is
worth noting that WPT can use radio-frequency (RF) signals
[2, 3] to transfer energy to low-power devices for charging
them. Furthermore, motivated by the potential of energy
and information simultaneously carried during transmission, a
tremendous amount of researchers paying attention to this field
[4–6]. An ideal receiver design, namely simultaneous wireless
information and power transfer (SWIPT), which assumed
decoding of information and harvesting of energy from the
same signal was initially proposed in [4]. However, due to the
circuit limitations, this assumption does not hold in practice
[5]. To overcome this issue, two practical receiver designs
namely time switching (TS) and power splitting (PS) were
proposed in a multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system
[6].
Along with improving the energy efficiency through energy
harvesting, another key design challenges for the future wire-
less networks is to maximize the spectral efficiency. Cognitive
radio (CR) [7] and device-to-device (D2D) technology [8],
have rekindled the interest of researchers to achieve more
spectrally efficient cellular networks. In order to meet rising
demands, dense deployment of BSs is critical. However, dense
deployment comes at the cost of increased energy consump-
tion. This can be mitigated by offloading traffic in a local
manner through D2D communication.
Furthermore, it is currently noted that CR networks are
confronted with security issues since the broadcast nature of
the wireless medium is susceptible to potential security threats
such as eavesdropping and impersonation. Physical (PHY)
layer security is a promising mechanism which was initialed
by Wyner [9] and has recently sparked wide-spread interest,
and has been considered in CR networks [10]. In [11], the
authors revealed the impact of the primary network on the
secondary network in the presence of a multi-antenna wiretap
channel and presented closed-form expressions for the exact
and the asymptotic secrecy outage probability in secure CR
networks.
2A. Related Works
WPT and PHY layer security has been recently developed
in cellular and CR networks. In [12], a new concept based on
power beacons (PBs) that deploy dedicated power stations to
charge the nearby mobile devices with WPT was proposed.
Employing the stochastic geometry framework, the authors
investigated the uplink performance in cellular networks un-
der an outage constraint. In [13], a CR network where the
secondary transmitters can harvest energy from RF signals
of the neighboring active primary transmitter was proposed.
The authors proposed a stochastic geometry model and max-
imized the throughput of the secondary transmitters under
several outage constraints. In [14], D2D communication in
energy harvesting CR networks was proposed using stochastic
geometry. It was shown that acceptable outage performance
of D2D communication was achieved without affecting the
cellular network. In cellular networks, physical layer security
is important for adding another level of protection. Secure
downlink transmission in cellular networks was investigated
In [15]. In [16], the cell association and location information
of mobile users play an important role in secrecy performance
in multi-cell environments. It was shown in [17] that the
interference from D2D transmission can enhance physical
layer security of cellular communications. In [18], the robust
transmitter design via optimization for secure cognitive radio
networks was addressed.
B. Motivation
While the aforementioned literature have played a vital
role and laid a solid foundation for fostering new CR and
WPT technologies, the impact of PHY layer security in CR
networks with WPT is less well understood. Considering
the factors mentioned above, we explore the design space
of future wireless networks in terms of both reliability and
information theoretic security for the D2D networks which are
empowered by WPT. To be more specific, in this paper, we
consider secure D2D communication in large-scale cognitive
cellular networks with an energy constrained D2D transmitter.
The D2D transmitter first harvests energy from PBs, then
performs secure transmission to the desired D2D receiver. The
interference power at the BSs in primary network from the
D2D transmitter should not exceed a peak interference power
threshold. A statistical model based on stochastic geometry
is used to describe and evaluate the proposed D2D com-
munication in energy harvesting large-scale cognitive cellular
networks. Since the location of PBs, D2D receivers, and
eavesdroppers in the D2D network is not known in advance,
it is natural to compute the spatial averages of the desired
performance metrics. To this end, the framework of Point
processes from the stochastic geometry can be exploited. In
recent past, several studies have employed such a framework
for exploring design space of D2D communication. However,
to the best of our knowledge, dynamics of WPT and its impact
of secrecy remains uncharted.
C. Contribution and Organization
In this paper, we apply homogeneous PPP to model the
locations of PBs, D2D receivers (Bobs), eavesdroppers (Eves),
and base stations (BSs). We propose a new WPT model,
different from [12] which requires energy storage units at the
mobile terminals, we deploy a battery-free design [19, 20] at
the energy constrained D2D transmitter. In this model, we
consider the impact of small scale fading when processing
the WPT which was not considered in [12]. We also propose
a new information signal model, differing from [14] which
considers overlay inband D2D communication [21], here we
consider secure underlay inband D2D communication.
The primary contribution of this paper is to propose and
analyze the PHY layer security in energy constrained D2D
communication under a power constraint of BSs in a large-
scale cellular network. The detailed contribution of this paper
is summarized as follows:
 In the power transfer model, we propose three WPT
policies: 1) cooperative power beacons (CPB) power
transfer, where all PBs transfer power to the transmitter;
2) best power beacon (BPB) power transfer, where a
PB with the strongest channel transfers power to the
transmitter; and 3) nearest power beacon (NPB) power
transfer, where the nearest PB transfers power to the
transmitter. In the signal information model, we present
a new comparative framework for each of the three WPT
policies with two receiver selection schemes, namely: 1)
best receiver selection (BRS) scheme, where the receiver
with the strongest channel is selected as the desired
receiver; and 2) nearest receiver selection (NRS) scheme,
where the nearest receiver is selected as the desired
receiver.
 For the three proposed WPT policies, we derive new
exact expressions for the power outage probability. We
also derive new asymptotic expressions for the power
outage probability when the number of antennas M at
PBs goes to infinity. We show that the power outage
probability significantly decreases with increasingM and
increasing density of PBs.
 Based on the exact results for the power outage proba-
bility, we derive new expressions for the secrecy outage
probability and the secrecy throughput for two receiver
selection schemes: BRS and NRS. The aim is to exam-
ine the impact of various network parameters, such as
density of D2D receivers, threshold transmit power, and
information transmission time fraction, on the secrecy
performance under different WPT policies and receiver
selection schemes.
 Comparing the three WPT policies: CPB, BPB, and
NPB, we show that, for the exact analysis: 1) secrecy
performance improves with increasing density of PBs
because of a larger multiuser diversity gain; 2) CPB
achieves better secrecy performance than BPB and NPB
but consumes more power; and 3) NPB achieves a
comparable secrecy performance to that of BPB but with
lower complexity. For the large antenna array analysis,
we show that the small scale fading can be neglected for
3large values of M .
 Comparing the BRS and NRS schemes along with the
three proposed policies in terms of secrecy outage prob-
ability and secrecy throughput, we show that: 1) BRS
achieves better secrecy performance than NRS, which
comes at the cost of additional overhead; 2) secrecy
performance improves with increasing density of D2D
receivers due to larger multiuser diversity gain; and 3)
optimal value for maximizing the secrecy throughput
exits for the information transmission time fraction and
the expected transmit power.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
the network model considering three WPT policies and the
two receiver selection schemes are presented. In Section III,
new expressions are derived for the exact analysis and the
large antenna array analysis for the power outage probability
of the three WPT policies. In Section IV, taking into account
the joint impact of the WPT policies in the power transfer
model and the two receiver selection schemes in the signal
information model, new expressions are derived for the secrecy
outage probability and secrecy throughput. Numerical results
are presented in Section V, which is followed by conclusions
drawn in Section VI.
II. NETWORK MODEL
A. Network Description
We consider secure cognitive D2D communication in cel-
lular networks, where the energy constrained D2D transmit-
ter (Alice) communicates with D2D receivers (Bobs) under
malicious attempt of D2D eavesdroppers (Eves). The eaves-
droppers are passive and interpret the signal without trying
to modify it. It is assumed that Alice is energy constrained,
i.e., the transmission can only be scheduled by utilizing
power harvested from PBs. The spatial topology of all PBs,
cellular base stations (BSs), Bobs, and Eves, are modeled using
homogeneous poisson point process (PPP) p, `, b, and e
with density p, `, b, and e, respectively. We consider that
Alice is located at the origin in a two-dimensional plane. For
Alice, Bob, and Eve, each node is equipped with a single
antenna. Each PB is furnished with M antennas and maximal
ratio transmission (MRT) is employed at PBs to perform WPT
to the energy constrained Alice. All channels are assumed to be
quasi-static fading channels where the channel coefficients are
constant for each transmission block but vary independently
between different blocks. In this network, we assume that the
time of each frame is T , which includes two time slots: 1)
power transfer time slot, in which Alice harvests the power
from PBs during the (1 )T time, with  being the fraction of
the information processing time; and 2) information processing
time slot, in which Alice transmits the information signal to
the corresponding Bob using the harvested energy during the
T time.
B. Power Transfer Model
We consider a simple yet efficient power transfer model.
It is assumed that PBs operate on a frequency band which
is isolated from the communication band where BSs and
D2D transceivers schedule their transmission. Specifically, the
power transmitted by PBs does not interfere with the cellular
and D2D communication. We also consider that Alice is
equipped with one antenna operating in half-duplex mode and
a battery-free user with rechargeable abilities, which means
that there is no battery storage energy for future use and all
the harvested energy during the power transfer time slot is used
to transmit the information signals in the current information
transmission slot 1 [19, 20, 22].
1) Cooperative Power Beacons (CPB) Power Transfer:
In this case, we consider the scenario that Alice harvests
the aggregate received power transmitted by all PBs. The
motivation behind the proposed CPB is that in some scenarios,
the D2D communication demands high system performance.
CPB can maximize the power transferred to Alice for perfor-
mance enhancement, but this comes at the cost of high energy
consumption at PBs. Mathematically, the harvested energy can
be quantified as
EH = PS
X
p2p
khpk2L (rp)(1  )T; (1)
where  is the power conversion efficiency of the receiver, PS
is the total transmit power of all antennas at PBs. Here, hp is
CM1 vector, whose entries are independent complex Gaus-
sian distributed with zero mean and unit variance employed
to capture the effect of small scale fading between PBs and
Alice. L (rp) = Kr p is the power-law path-loss exponent.
The path-loss function depends on the distance rp, a frequency
dependent constant K, and an environment/terrain dependent
path-loss exponent  > 2. All the channel gains are assumed
to be independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). Based on
(1), the maximum transmit power at Alice is given by
PH = PS
X
p2p
khpk2L (rp) (1  )

: (2)
2) Best Power Beacon (BPB) Power Transfer: In this case,
we consider the scenario that Alice selects the strongest PB
to harvest energy. The motivation behind the proposed BPB is
that it is most energy efficient. However, this policy demands
instantaneous feedback information of all PBs, which increases
the complexity. Therefore, BPB is suitable for scenarios where
channel fading changes fast during the transmission. As such,
the maximum transmit power of BPB at Alice can be obtained
as
PH = PS max
p2p
n
khpk2L (rp)
o (1  )

: (3)
3) Nearest Power Beacon (NPB) Power Transfer: In this
case, we consider the scenario that Alice selects the nearest
PB to harvest energy. The motivation behind the proposed
NPB is that it reduces the system implementation complexity.
However, the price is paid in terms of overall performance.
The proposed NPB scheme requires least amount of feedback
1In this paper, it is assumed that the power consumption for handshaking
between Alice and PB(s) is negligible, compared to that for the information
transmission [12] .
4amongst all schemes. The maximum transmit power of NPB
at Alice can be obtained as
PH = PSkhpk2 max
p2p
fL (rp)g (1  )

; (4)
where hp is CM1 vector, whose entries are independent
complex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and unit vari-
ance employed to capture the effect of small scale fading from
the nearest PB to Alice.
C. Information Signal Model
We consider the cognitive underlay scheme [23, 24], and
assume that the instantaneous CSI of the links between Alice
and cellular BSs are available at Alice (a commonly-seen
assumption in the cognitive radio literature such as [25]).
Consequently, the transmit power PA at Alice is strictly
constrained by the preset maximum transmit power Pt at
Alice (Pt  Pmax should be satisfied where Pmax is the
maximum transmit power dictated by both regulatory and
amplifier design constraint) and the peak interference power
Ip at BSs according to and the peak interference power Ip at
BSs according to
PA = min
8><>: Ipmax
`2`
n
jh`j2L (r`)
o ; Pt
9>=>; ; (5)
where jh`j2L (r`) is the overall channel gain from Alice to
the BS `. Here, h` is the small scale fading coefficient with
h`  CN (0; 1) and L (r`) = Kr ` is the power-law path-
loss exponent. The path-loss function depends on the distance
r`. All the channel gains are assumed to be i.i.d.. The D2D
communication aims at providing low-power short-range com-
munication links that coexist with the cellular communication.
In terms of low-power links, we apply a battery-free design at
Alice to harvest energy from the PB/PBs. In terms of short-
range links, we consider two receiver selection schemes to
select the D2D receiver.
1) Best Receiver Selection (BRS) scheme: In the proposed
information signal model, we focus on D2D communication
of uplink transmission in cellular networks. In the secondary
network, the D2D transmitter can perform concurrent trans-
missions using the same spectrum band as the primary network
as long as the interference to the BS is below a threshold.
We assume that the interference from the primary transmitters
on the secrecy performance is negligible due to: 1) the D2D
receiver is close to the D2D transmitter; 2) the primary trans-
mitters are located far away from the secondary network; and
3) the primary transmitters in the uplink are mobile users with
low transmit power. Under BRS, Alice selects one Bob with
the strongest channel as the desired receiver. In the wiretap
channel, the secrecy performance can be effectively enhanced
to prevent information leakage by improving the conditions of
the main channel. In our system design, we aim to enhance
the main channel condition by proposing two receiver selection
schemes to improve the physical layer security. The motivation
behind BRS is that the D2D receiver will experience the
benefit of multiuser diversity gain to obtain the best main
channel condition among all the D2D receivers. As a result, the
secrecy performance is enhanced. The instantaneous signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) at the selected Bob is expressed as
B =
PA
N0
max
b2b
n
jhbj2L (rb)
o
=max
b2b
n
jhbj2L (rb)
o
; (6)
where  = min
(
p
max
`2`
fjh`j2L(r`)g ; 0
)
, p = Ip=N0, 0 =
Pt=N0, N0 is the noise power, jhbj2 L (rb) is the channel
power gain between Alice and Bobs, hb is the small scale
fading coefficient with hb  CN (0; 1), rb is the distance
between Alice and Bobs.
2) Nearest Receiver Selection (NRS) scheme: Under NRS,
Alice selects the nearest Bob as the desired receiver2. The
motivation behind this scheme is that while experiencing the
benefit of multiuser diversity gain, NRS reduces the system
complexity in comparison to BRS since no instantaneous CSI
and no instantaneous feedback from Bobs are required. Then
the instantaneous SNR at the selected Bob can be expressed
as
B =
PA
N0
jhb j2max
b2b
L (rb)
= jhb j2max
b2b
L (rb) ; (7)
where hb is the small scale fading coefficient of Alice to the
nearest Bob with hb  CN (0; 1).
For the eavesdroppers, the instantaneous SNR at the most
detrimental eavesdropper that has the strongest SNR between
itself and Alice is expressed as
E =
PA
N0
max
e2e
n
jhej2L (re)
o
=max
e2e
n
jhej2L (re)
o
; (8)
where he  CN (0; 1), re is the distance between Alice and
Eves.
III. POWER OUTAGE PROBABILITY
We assume there exists a threshold transmit power Pth,
below which the transmission cannot be scheduled, and Alice
is considered to be in a power limited regime. In order to
characterize the power limited regime of Alice, we introduce
power outage probability, i.e., probability that the harvested
power is not sufficient to carry out the transmission at a certain
desired quality-of-service (QoS) level. The objective of this
section is to quantify the power outage probability with CPB,
BPB, and NPB policies (see Section II). In practical scenario,
we expect a constant power for the information transmission.
Therefore, we also denote the power threshold as the transmit
power of Alice when performing information transmission to
Bobs with Pt = Pth. Furthermore, in order to guarantee
the energy harvesting circuit to be activated, we consider
there is a minimum threshold (denoted as Pm) [26]. When
2During the information transmission phase, multiuser diversity is exploited
to improve the secrecy and D2D receivers are opportunistically selected.
5we proceeding system parameter design, we always assume
Pth  Pm in the rest of this paper.
A. Exact Analysis for Power Transfer
In this subsection, we provide exact analysis for the pro-
posed three power transfer policies.
1) Cooperative Power Beacons (CPB) Power Transfer: In
this policy, all PBs help to transfer power to Alice. Based
on (2), the power outage probability of CPB policy can be
expressed as
Hout =Pr

PSS (1  )

 Pt

=
Z Pt
PS(1 )
0
fS (x) dx; (9)
where S = P
p2p
khpk2L (rp) and fS (x) is the probability
density function (PDF) of S. Note that the laplace transfor-
mation of fS (x) is [27, eq. 8]
LS (s) = exp

 pK2=E

khpk4=

 

1  2


s2=

=exp
 
 pK2=
 
 
M + 2

  (M)
 

1  2


s2=
!
;
(10)
where  (:) is Gamma function. Hence fS (x) is the inverse
laplace transform of LS (s), which can be expressed as
fS (x) = L 1S (s). Since the explicit expression for L 1S (s)
is intractable, there are alternatives to proceed such as using
numerical inversion methods for Laplace transform [28]. We
should note that some approximation methods using moments
such as log-normal distribution in [29] are not applicable, due
to the singularity caused by proximity. Although the PDF of
S is not available, with the help of Gil-Pelaez theorem [30],
we calculate (9) in an elegant form
Hout =FS

Pt
PS(1  )

=
1
2
  1

Z 1
0
Im
h
e
 jw Pt
PS(1 )' (w)
i
w
dw; (11)
where FS (x) is the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of
S, j =p( 1), and ' (w) is the conjugate of the characteristic
function, which is given by
' (w) = LS (s) js=jw
= exp
 
 pK2=
 
 
M + 2

  (M)
 

1  2


(jw)
2=
!
:
(12)
Special Case: For the special case of path-loss exponent
 = 4, LS (s) in (10) becomes
LS (s)j=4 = exp

 pK1=2  (M + 1=2)
  (M)
  (1=2) s1=2

;
(13)
and its inverse-transform is well-known formed as [31, 32]
fS (x)j=4 =

2
pK
1=2  (M + 1=2)
  (M)
x 3=2
 exp
 
 3
2
pK
4x

  (M + 1=2)
  (M)
2!
: (14)
Substituting (14) into (9), we can obtain the power outage
probability for the special case  = 4 as
Houtj=4 =
Z Pt
PS(1 )
0

2
pK
1=2  (M + 1=2)
  (M)
x 3=2
 exp
 
 3
2
pK
4x

  (M + 1=2)
  (M)
2!
dx:
(15)
Using the method of element changing and with the
help of complementary error function (CEF) erfc (x) =
2p

R x
0
e t
2
dt, we can express (15) in closed-from as follows:
Houtj=4 = erfc
 
p
2
  (M + 1=2)
  (M)
s
3KPS(1  )
Pt
!
;
(16)
Remark 1. Since CEF is a strictly monotonic decreasing
function, the derived result in (16) indicates that the power
outage probability decreases with increasing density of PBs.
2) Best Power Beacon (BPB) Power Transfer: In this
policy, only the PB with the strongest channel transfers power
to Alice.
Theorem 1. The power outage probability of BPB policy can
be expressed in closed-form as
Hout = e
 p

M 1P
m=0
( (m+)m! )
; (17)
where  = PtPSK(1 ) and  = 2=.
Proof: Based on (3), the power outage probability of BPB
can be expressed as
Pr fPH  Ptg = Pr

max
p2p
n
khpk2rp 
o
 

= Ep
8<: Y
p2p
Pr
n
khpk2  rp 
op
9=;
= Ep
8<: Y
p2p
Fkhpk2
 
rp 
p
9=; ; (18)
where Fkhpk2 is the CDF of khpk2. Since hp is CM1 vector,
whose entries are independent complex Gaussian distributed
with zero mean and unit variance, khpk2 follows a chi-squared
distribution given by [33, Eq. (26.4)]
Fkhpk2 (x) = 1 
  (M;x)
  (M)
: (19)
6Since M is an integer value, using [34, Eq. (8.832.2)], we can
re-express (19) as follows:
Fkhpk2 (x) = 1  e x
 
M 1X
m=0
xm
m!
!
: (20)
Applying the generating functional given by [34], we rewrite
(18) as
Hout = exp

 p
Z
R2

1  Fkhpk2 (rp)

drp

: (21)
Then changing to polar coordinates and substituting (20) into
(21), the power outage probability of BPB is given by
Hout = exp
"
 2p
M 1X
m=0
m
R1
0
rp
m+1e rp
drp
m!
#
:
(22)
Then applying [35, Eq. (3.326.2)] and calculating the integral
in (22), we obtain the closed-form expression in (17).
Remark 2. The derived result in Theorem 1 indicates that the
power outage probability is a strictly monotonic decreasing
function of p. Consequently, the power outage probability
decreases with increasing density of PBs.
3) Nearest Power Beacon (NPB) Power Transfer: In this
policy, only the nearest PB transfers power to Alice.
Theorem 2. The power outage probability of NPB policy is
expressed as
Hout =1  2p

M 1X
m=0

m
m!
Z 1
0
rp
m+1e pr
2
p rpdrp

;
(23)
where  = Pt(1 )PSK and rp representing the distance from
the nearest PB to Alice.
Proof: Based on (4), the power outage probability of NPB
can be expressed as
Hout =Pr fPH  Ptg = Pr
n
khpk2  rp
o
=
Z 1
0
Fkhpk2 (rp
)f (rp) drp ; (24)
Fkhpk2 is the CDF of khpk
2 which has been expressed
similarly in (20). We can express the PDF of the nearest PB
with
f (rp) = 2prpe
 pr2p : (25)
Substituting (25) and (20) into (24), and after some manipu-
lations, we can get the final result in (23).
Special Case: We note that for general case, there is no
closed-form expression of (23), however, we can consider the
special case and proceed simplifications to allow the path loss
exponent  = 4.
Substituting  = 4 into (23) and after some manipulations,
we have
Houtj=4 =1  p

M 1X
m=0

m
m!
Z 1
0
rp
4me pr
2
p r4pdr2p

:
(26)
Then applying [35, Eq. (3.462.1)], we express (26) in closed-
form for the special case when  = 4 as
Houtj=4 = 1 
pe
(p)2
8
p


M 1X
m=0

2 
2m+1
2
  (2m+ 1)
m!
D (2m+1)

pp
2

;
(27)
where Dp (x) is the parabolic cylinder functions.
B. Large Antenna Array Analysis for Power Transfer
In this subsection, we present large antenna array analysis
for power transfer. We first examine the distribution of khpk2
when M ! 1. Since khpk2 is i.i.d. exponential random
variables (RVs), using law of large numbers, we have
khpk2 a:s:! M; (28)
where
a:s:! denotes the almost sure convergence.
1) Large Antenna Array Analysis for CPB: Similar as (11),
we obtain the expression of power outage probability for large
antenna array analysis as
H1out =
1
2
  1

Z 1
0
Im
h
e
 jw Pt
PS(1 )'1 (w)
i
w
dw; (29)
Based on (10), with the help of (28), we express the Laplace
transform of the large antenna array as
L1S (s) = exp

 pK2=M2= 

1  2


s2=

: (30)
Then applying s = jw into (30), '1 (w) can be expressed as
'1 (w) = exp

 pK2=M2= 

1  2


(jw)
2=

:
(31)
Special Case: For the special case when the path-loss
exponent  = 4, based on (2), the power outage probability
is given by
H1outj=4 =Pr

PSS1 (1  )

 Pt

=
Z Pt
PS(1 )
0
f1S (x) dx; (32)
where S1 =M P
p2p
L (rp) and f1S (x) is the PDF of S1.
We have the inverse-transform of '1 (w)
f1S (x) =

2
pK
1=2M1=2x 3=2 exp
 
 3
2
pKM
4x
!
: (33)
7Substituting (33) into (32), we obtain
H1outj=4 =

2
pK
1=2M1=2

Z Pt
PS(1 )
0
x 3=2 exp
 
 3
2
pKM
4x
!
dx: (34)
Similarly as (16), we apply the CEF to derive (34) in closed-
from as follows:
H1outj=4 = erfc
 
p
2
s
M3KPS(1  )
Pt
!
: (35)
Remark 3. Since CEF is a strictly monotonic decreasing func-
tion, the derived result in (35) indicates that the power outage
probability decreases with increasing number of attennas and
density of PBs.
2) Large Antenna Array Analysis for BPB and NPB: Sub-
stituting (28) into (23) and (17), we find that the expressions of
the power outage probability for BPB policy and NPB policy
are identical.
Theorem 3. The power outage probability for the BPB or
NPB can be expressed in closed-form as
H1out = e
 p
 ; (36)
where  = PtMPSK(1 ) .
Proof: The power outage probability of BPB or NPB for
large antenna array analysis can be expressed as
H1out =Pr fPH  Ptg = Pr

r p  
	
=1  Frp
 

r
1

!
; (37)
where Frp is the CDF of rp and can be expressed as
Frp (x) =
Z x
0
f (rp)drp = 1  e px2 ; (38)
with PDF of rp is given by f (rp) = 2prpe pr
2
p .
Substituting (38) into (37), we can obtain (36).
Remark 4. The derived result in Theorem 3 indicates that
for a large number of transmit antenna M , the small scale
fading is averaged out. It also indicates that (36) is a strictly
monotonic decreasing function of p and M .
IV. SECRECY PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS
In this section, a comparative framework is presented with
two receiver selection schemes, namely, best receiver selec-
tion and nearest receiver selection. We use secrecy outage
probability and secrecy throughput to characterize the secrecy
performance.
A. New Statistics
Theorem 4. The PDF of  = PAN0 is given by
f (x) =
8><>:

!`x
( 1)
p

e
 !`x
p ; 0 < x < 0
e
 !`

0
p Dirac (x  0) ; x  0
; (39)
where !` = K`  (), Dirac () is the Dirac delta
function.
Proof: See Appendix A .
Theorem 5. For BRS scheme, the CDF of B conditioned on
 is given by
FB j (z) = e
 !B
z ; (40)
where !B = Kb  ().
For NRS scheme, the CDF of B conditioned on  is given
by
FB j (z) = 1  2b
Z 1
0
rbe
 br2b  zK rbdrb : (41)
Proof: See Appendix B .
Similar to (40), we can obtain the CDF of E conditioned
on  as
FE j (z) = e
 !E
z ; (42)
where !E = Ke  ().
Taking the derivative of FE j in (42), we obtain the PDF
of E conditioned on  as
fE j (z) =
!E

z+1
e 
!E

z : (43)
B. Secrecy Performance Evaluation of BRS scheme
In this scheme, the instantaneous secrecy rate is defined as
CBRSs = [log2 (1 + B)  log2 (1 + E)]+; (44)
where [x]+ = maxfx; 0g.
1) Secrecy Outage Probability: In the classical case, a
secrecy outage is declared when the secrecy capacity CBRSs is
less than the expected secrecy rate Rs. As such, the secrecy
outage probability for BRS can be expressed as
PBRSout = Pr
 
CBRSs < Rs

=
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
fE j (x2)FB j
 
2Rs (1+x2)  1

 f (x1) dx2dx1: (45)
Theorem 6. The secrecy outage probability for BRS is derived
on the top of next page in (46), where a1 = !`!Ep and a2 =
!E

0e
 !`

0
p .
Proof: By plugging (39) into (45), the secrecy outage
probability for BRS is given by
PBRSout =
Z 0
0
Z 1
0
fE j (x2)FB j
 
2Rs (1+x2)  1


 
!`x
 1
1
p
!
e
 !`x

1
p dx2dx1
+ e
 !`

0
p
Z 1
0
fE j=0 (x2)FB j=0
 
2Rs (1+x2)  1

dx2:
(47)
8PBRSout =
Z 1
0
a1
x+12 Q1
 
1
Q1
  e
 Q10
Q1
  0e Q1

0
!
+ a2x
 (+1)
2 e
 !E 

0
x2
  !B 

0
(2Rs (1+x2) 1) dx2; (46)
Then plugging (40) and (43) into (47) and after some manip-
ulations, we obtain
PBRSout =
Z 1
0
1
x+12
Z 0
0
x2 11 e
 Q1x1dx1| {z }
	
dx2
+ !E

0e
 !`

0
p
Z 1
0
x
 (+1)
2 e

 !E 

0
x2
  !B 

0
(2Rs (1+x2) 1)

dx2;
(48)
where Q1 = !`p +
!E
x2
+ !B
(2Rs (1+x2) 1) .
Applying partial integral method and after some manipula-
tions, we express 	 as
	 =
1
Q1

1
Q1
  1
Q1
e Q1

0   0e Q1

0

: (49)
Substituting (49) into (48), we can obtain (46).
For a D2D energy constrained transmitter, a secrecy outage
also occurs when the harvested energy is not sufficient. Thus
the secrecy outage probability with WPT in our system model
is expressed as 3
PBRSHout = Hout + (1 Hout)PBRSout ; (50)
where Hout can be obtained from (11), (17), and (23) for
CPB, BPB, and NPB policies, respectively and PBRSout can be
obtained from (46).
2) Secrecy Throughput: The secrecy throughput is the
average of the instantaneous secrecy rate Cs. As such, the
secrecy throughput is given by
CBRSs = (1 Hout)

ln 2
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
FE j (x2)
1 + x2
  1  FB j (x2)f (x1) dx2dx1: (51)
Substituting (39), (40), and (42) into (51), after some manip-
ulation, the secrecy throughput is derived as
CBRSs = (1 Hout)
!`
p ln 2
Z 1
0
1
1 + x2Z 0
0
e
 !Ex

1
x2
 !`x

1
p x 11
 
1  e 
!Bx

1
x2
!
dx1| {z }

dx2
+ (1 Hout) e
 !`

0
p
ln 2
Z 1
0
e
 !E 

0
x2
1 + x2
 
1  e 
!B 

0
x2
!
dx2:
(52)
We calculate the integral  as
 =
1


1
Q2
  1
Q3
+
1
Q3
e 

0Q3   1
Q2
e 

0Q2

; (53)
3In this paper, we analyze the secrecy performance under power constraint
at Alice.
where Q2 = !Ex2
+ !`
p
and Q3 =

!B
x2
+ !E
x2
+ !`
p

.
Substituting (53) into (52), we obtain secrecy throughput of
BRS (54) on the top of next page.
C. Secrecy Performance Evaluation of NRS scheme
In this scheme, the instantaneous secrecy rate is defined as
CNRSs = [log2 (1 + B)  log2 (1 + E)]+: (55)
1) Secrecy Outage Probability: In the NRS scheme, the
secrecy outage probability is derived as
PNRSout = Pr
 
CNRSs < Rs

=
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
fE j (x2)FB
 
2Rs (1+x2)  1

 f (x1) dx2dx1: (56)
Substituting (39), (41) and (43) into (56), we can obtain the
secrecy outage probability for NRS scheme.
Similar as (50), the secrecy outage probability with WPT
in our system model is expressed as
PNRSHout = Hout + (1 Hout)PNRSout ; (57)
where Hout can be obtained from (11), (17), and (23) for
CPB, BPB, and NPB policies, respectively and PNRSout can be
obtained from (56).
2) Secrecy Throughput: In this NRS scheme, the secrecy
throughput is given by
CNRSs = (1 Hout)

ln 2
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
FE j (x2)
1 + x2
  1  FB j (x2)f (x1) dx2dx1: (58)
Substituting (39), (41), and (42) into (58), we can obtain
the secrecy throughput of NRS scheme.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, representative numerical results are pre-
sented to illustrate performance evaluations including power
outage probability, secrecy outage probability, and secrecy
throughput for three WPT policies in the power transfer model
and two receiver selection schemes in the information signal
model.
A. Network Parameters
In the considered network, the carrier frequency for power
transfer and information transmission is set as 800 MHz and
900 MHz, respectively. Furthermore, the bandwidth of the
information transmission signal is assumed to be 10 MHz and
the information receiver noise is assumed to be white Gaussian
noise with average power -55dBm. In addition, we assume that
the energy conversion efficiency of WPT is  = 0:8. In each
figure, we see precise agreement between the Monte Carlo
simulation points marked as “” and the analytical curves,
which validates our derivation.
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
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B. Power Outage Probability
Fig. 1 plots the power outage probability versus different
numbers of antennas at PBs using the exact analysis and the
large antenna array analysis. The dashed black curve, repre-
senting the large antenna array analysis of CPB is obtained
from (29) as well as (35). The dashed red curve, representing
the large antenna array analysis of BPB and NPB (which we
refer to as B(N)PB in the figure) is obtained from (36). We see
that the power outage probability decreases with increasingM .
This is because a larger array gain is achieved with increasing
M . As M increases, the large antenna array analysis and
the exact analysis have good agreement. We also see that as
M increases, the exact analysis of BPB and NPB performs
identically. This is due to the fact that as M grows large, the
effect of small scale fading is averaged out. In this case, we
should select NPB due to its lower complexity.
Fig. 2 plots the power outage probability versus density
of PBs with different M . The black, red, and blue curves,
representing the CPB, BPB, and NPB policies are obtained
from (9), (17), and (27), respectively. Several observations are
drawn as follows: 1) the power outage probability significantly
decreases with increasing density of PBs, this is because
multiuser diversity gain is improved with increasing number
of PBs; 2) for small M , there is a gap between BPB and NPB
as p approaches 10 1, however, for large M , they achieve
identical performance, the reason is, once again, the effect of
small scale fading is averaged out with large M ; and 3) CPB
achieves lower power outage probability than BPB and NPB,
since it transfers more power from PBs to D2D transmitter.
Fig. 3 plots the power outage probability versus density
of PBs with different values of . The solid black, red, and
blue curves, representing the general case of CPB, BPB, and
NPB are obtained from (11), (17), and (23), respectively. The
dash black, red, and blue curves, representing the special case
of CPB, BPB, and NPB are obtained from (16), (17), and
(27), respectively. We see that the power outage probability
decreases with decreasing . This is because smaller path loss
is achieved with decreasing . It is observed that for small
number of antennas with M = 2, BPB outperforms NPB.
C. Secrecy Outage Probability
In this subsection, we set M = 32. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5,
the solid and dashed curves, representing the BRS and NRS
schemes are obtained from (50) and (57), respectively.
Fig. 4 plots the secrecy outage probability versus density of
Bobs for the BRS and the NRS schemes. We observe that the
secrecy outage probability dramatically decreases as density
of Bobs increases, this is because multiuser diversity gain is
improved with the increasing number of Bobs. We see that the
BRS scheme achieves lower secrecy outage probability than
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NRS scheme but demands more instantaneous feedbacks and
overheads. We also see that BPB and NPB achieves identical
secrecy outage probability with large M .
Fig. 5 plots the secrecy outage probability versus power
threshold for the BRS and the NRS schemes. We observe
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that as the power threshold increases, the secrecy outage
probability decreases then increases. This is because the power
outage probability increases with increasing power threshold.
However, the transmit power of Alice also increases since the
power threshold is the transmit power of Alice, which results
in a lower power outage probability. As such, there exits a
tradeoff between the power outage probability and the transmit
power. In other words, an optimal power threshold value which
achieves the lowest secrecy outage probability.
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D. Secrecy Throughput
In this subsection, we set M = 2. In Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and
Fig. 8, the solid and dashed curves, representing the BRS and
NRS schemes are obtained from (54) and (58), respectively.
Fig. 6 plots the secrecy throughput versus density of Bobs.
Several observations are drawn as follows: 1) the secrecy
throughput increases with increasing density of Bobs, this is
because multiuser diversity gain is improved with increasing
number of Bobs; 2) receiver selection with BPB achieves
higher secrecy throughput than that with NPB, this is because
when M is small, the small scale fading has an impact on
11
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the power outage probability, which results in influencing the
secrecy throughput.
Fig. 7 plots the secrecy throughput versus information trans-
mission fraction time . We observe that there is a maximum
value for each case. This behavior is explained as follows:
as  increases, the time for power transfer decreases and
hence, Alice receives less power, but the time for information
transmission increases. As such, there exits an optimal value
which provides a good tradeoff between power transfer and
information transmission. We also see that as  approaches
the optimal value, CPB achieves higher secrecy throughput
than BPB and NPB.
Fig. 8 plots the secrecy throughput versus power threshold
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Fig. 9: Secrecy throughput with M = 2, PS = 43 dBm,
p = 10
 1; b = 10 2; e = 10 3, and l = 10 3.
Pt. We observe that as the power threshold increases, the
secrecy throughput increases then decreases. This behavior
is explained as follows: on the one hand, the power outage
probability increases with increasing power threshold. On the
other hand, the transmit power of Alice also increases since
the power threshold is the transmit power of Alice, which
results in a lower power outage probability. As such, there
exits a tradeoff between the power outage probability and the
transmit power.
Fig. 9 shows the secrecy throughput versus Pt and  for
BRS and NRS with three power transfer policies. We see that
 and Pt have joint effects on the secrecy throughput. By
jointly considering these two factors, we observe that there
exits an optimal value for each receiver selection and power
transfer combination. We see that CPB achieves higher optimal
value of secrecy throughput than BPB and NPB. We also see
BRS achieves higher optimal value of secrecy throughput than
NRS.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, secure device-to-device transmission in cog-
nitive cellular networks with an energy constrained transmitter
harvesting energy with wireless power transfer was considered.
Based on the recently widely adopted time switching receiver
and the concept of power beacons, we proposed three wireless
12
power transfer policies in the power transfer model, namely,
cooperative power beacons power transfer, best power beacon
power transfer, and nearest power beacon power transfer. We
also considered best receiver selection case and suboptimal se-
lection case in the information signal model. We used stochas-
tic geometry approach to provide a complete framework to
model, analyze, and evaluate the performance of the proposed
network. New analytical expressions in terms of power outage
probability, secrecy outage probability, and secrecy throughput
are derived to determine the system security performance.
Numerical results were presented to verify our analysis and
provide useful insights into practical design. Our future work
will be focus on optimizing the network design parameters
(e.g., information transmission time fraction and the expected
transmit power).
APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM 4
We compute the CDF of  as follows:
F (x) = Pr f  xg
= Pr
8><>:min
8><>: 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`2`
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o ; 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G`
; 0 > x : (A.1)
Following the similar procedure getting (17), we obtain G` as
G` = 1  e
 K` ()x
p : (A.2)
Substituting (A.2) into (A.1), we obtain
F (x) =
8<:
1; 0  x
1  e 
K` ()x

p ; 0 > x
=1 U(0   x) e
 K` ()x
p ; (A.3)
where U(x) is the unit step function as U(x) =
(
1; x > 0
0; x  0 .
By taking the derivative of F (x) in (A.3), we obtain the PDF
of  in (39).
APPENDIX B: PROOF OF THEOREM 5
The CDF of B conditioned on  is given by
FB j (z) = Pr fB  zg = Pr

max
b2b
n
jhbj2L (rb)
o
  z

:
(B.1)
Following the similar procedure getting (A.2), we obtain (40).
The CDF of B conditioned on  is given by
FB j (z) = Pr fB  zg = Pr

jhbj2max
b2b
fL (rb)g   z

= Pr

jhbj2  r

bz
K

=
Z 1
0

1  e 
r
bz
K

f (rb)drb
= 1  2b
Z 1
0
rbe
 br2b  zK rbdrb ; (B.2)
where rb represents the distance form the nearest Bob to Alice
with the PDF given by f (rb) = 2brbe br
2
b . Thus, we
can obtain (41).
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